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Sabre RedApp – Use Cases - Common Workflow
This document will outline the most common and easiest ways to use Zoom And Go from start
to finish, while explaining the function of the various tools.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Load/Create PNR in Sabre and Launch Map
The Visual PNR - Select Office Location
Check Availability in Zoom And Go
Select a Hotel
Sell a Room
Automatically update the PNR in Sabre

1) Load/Create PNR and Launch Map
Sign in to Sabre and open or create a PNR. Once the PNR has been created, type **MAP at the
end of any search or availability commands or even at the root in the Sabre Workspace.

2) The Visual PNR – Select Office Location
Having booked the flight inside GDS, the visual PNR will be open.
As you can see in the example below, the three flights booked in Sabre will appear in the Visual
PNR. They are represented by the three red icons at the top left of the page. The grey bed icons
show not yet booked hotels and will show up as green once that has been done.
Below those icons is a search box where you can insert the first part of a client code and, after
selecting the appropriate client, the client information will be available in the Visual PNR in a
pull down menu where you will be able to book a hotel.

Indicates three
booked flights, no
hotel bookings
Insert the
client code
for client
information

After selecting a client, choose one of the Office Locations from the pull down list, or enter the
city in the search box and click the Go button. You will be redirected to its location on the Zoom
And Go map where you will be able to view all the hotels in the area and select from a list.
Perform a search on
a different location if
the client is staying
in a different city
then the one flown
into

Select the office
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Go to be redirected
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3) Check Availability
The map will then be centered on the address that you have selected from the visual PNR. The
map will display a list of hotels based on proximity to the office location shown in the box in the
bottom left corner of the image below. The hotels are displayed as icons on the map. Green
circles represent a cluster of hotels.
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Click Check
Availability to view
the rates for each
hotel.

Check Availability for all the hotels listed and then book
Before booking a room make sure to Check Availability for all hotels on the map, which is done
simply by pressing the “Check Availability” button and the Zoom And Go will return all the rates
from GDS and display them in a list as shown in the image below.

Check availability

In the example
shown here, rates
are retrieved from
Sabre

Check Room Rates for a specific hotel in the list and then book
To view all the room rates for a specific hotel simply press the green “Rates” button in the Item
List View Window and the Zoom And Go will retrieve the list of all room rates.
Get detailed rates

4) Select a Hotel
On the next screen, you can do one of three things as follows:
1.
Filter rates on the page
2.
View the details on a rate (“HRD”)
3.
Book a room (Proceed to Sell)
5) Sell Room
Clicking on the Book button will take you to the Final “Sell” page, shown below. Any credit card
information is pre-populated along with any information stored in the customer’s profile with
regard to loyalty groups. At this stage, you can also enter in any Specific Instructions.
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All other information relating to the sale of the room can also be found on the same page. This
includes the cancellation policy, the average night rate, daily rates for the nights booked, and
the total. If there is anything about the sale that you might want to change click the Back button
to be returned to the previous page. Click the Confirm button to complete the booking.

6) Updated PNR in the GDS
You will then be returned to the main Zoom And Go screen. You can continue with another one
should you need to do so.
Hotel icons are
now green to
indicate
bookings.
Confirmation of
booking.

You will also be able to verify the booking in Sabre as it will have been updated automatically

Once you have opened the PNR to verify that the booking has been made you can continue
booking for the rest of the trip following the same procedure. When you are satisfied with the
full product you can end the PNR.

